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WHAT WE KNOW ABOUT ICE on MARS

Mars at low obliquity? 
Head et al (2003)

Water-equivalent hydrogen content 
[Feldman et al., 2004].

Glaciers - Promethei Terra region (HRSC)

Fresh Ice Exposing Impacts
[Byrne et al., 2009; Dundas et al., 2013]



SWIM Holistic Approach to Mapping Ice
Previous Martian subsurface ice studies used datasets in isolation or combined techniques in limited 

geographical areas. 

For this study, we combine previous methods with 
newly developed techniques to probe the 
subsurface for water ice. 

MGS: MOLA; TEST

Odyssey: MONS; THEMIS

MRO: SHARAD; HiRISE; 
CTX
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SHARAD coverage for all areas was investigated for the 
presence of subsurface reflectors.

For each reflector:

The distribution was mapped out

Where suitable topographical features permit, 
dielectric estimates of the subsurface were calculated.

Dielectric estimates then applied to the time delay of 
the reflectors to constrain the depth of subsurface 
units. 

SHARAD Subsurface Reflector Mapping
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D=dust, S=sand, C=crust, R=rock/ice

Layered 
materials

Previous Work 
[Putzig+Mellon 2007] NEW RESULTS NEW RESULTS

• Apparent thermal inertia (ATI) varies seasonally at 
locations where the subsurface is heterogeneous within ~1 
m depth [Putzig & Mellon 2007].

• Comparing observed and modeled ATI, we find locations 
of layering consistent with shallow ice, some patches now 
found southward to ~30°N.

• SWIM TES: improved resolution by factor of 4 and greatly 
infilled layer-matching coverage.

• SWIM THEMIS: seasonal nighttime images, focused on 
areas of interest (sparse in Arcadia).

• TES/THEMIS differences:
○ THEMIS uses nighttime data only
○ TES uses day & night model match 
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Thermal Analysis
ICY?



New Technique corrects the SHARAD surface reflection to map 
density variations in the upper 5 m. 

Low power = low density materials/ice.
High power = High density/rock 

SHARAD Surface Reflection Mapping
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Periglacial and glacial landforms were identified and 
mapped within each study region using a modified 
grid-mapping [Ramsdale et al., 2017] approach 

The number of periglacial landforms were tallied as 
input.

Previous maps/catalogs were also leveraged as input

Global CTX mosaics tiles produced by Dickson et al 
used in the mapping 

Geomorphology bridges the gap between the different 
data sets

Geomorphology

Erebus 
Montes

MFF

Martian Periglacial 
Landforms 
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We introduce the SWIM Equation, in the spirit of the famous Drake Equation:

CI = ( CN + CT + CG + CRS + CRD ) ÷ 5 Consistency of data with the presence of buried ice

We map consistency values for each dataset:

CN Consistency of neutron-detected hydrogen with shallow (< 1 m) ice
CT Consistency of thermal behavior with shallow (< 1 m) ice
CG Consistency of geomorphology with shallow and deep ice
CRS Consistency of radar surface echoes with shallow (< 5 m) ice
CRD Consistency of radar dielectric properties with deep (> 5 m) ice

Consistency values range between +1 and -1, where:

+1 Data are consistent with the presence of ice
0 Data are absent or gives no indication of ice presence or absence
-1 Data are inconsistent with the presence of ice

Mapping Ice Consistency



SWIM Study regions

Motivated to guide future landing sites, the SWIM 
project undertook ice mapping across the northern 
hemisphere plains:

Study region extends from the equator to 60º N

Tharsis rise was excluded due to elevation 
concerns.

180º E

270º E

60º N

30º N



SWIM Results
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Integration of the five datasets/techniques through 
the SWIM equation produced an Ice Consistency 
Map for the northern hemisphere

Mapped at 20 ppd

Positive (ice consistent) values found at all 
localities north of 50º

In some regions, positive values found below 
30º
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SWIM Ground Truth 
180º E

270º E

60º N
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Fresh ice-exposing impacts [Byrne et al., 2009; 
Dundas et al., 2014] were used to “ground - truth” 
our map. 

All ice-exposing craters within our study area 
are located within regions of positive pixels

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 >0.7



SCIENCE of Resource Mapping 

The products derived from resource mapping provide the community with tools to facilitate 
multifaceted scientific research. 

Research topics can be broadly split into two focus areas:

CRYOSPHERE

Non-ICE Surface/Regolith 
Geologic Characteristics



SWIM SCIENCE CRYOSPHERE

The very recently published Ice and Climate Evolution Science Analysis Group (ICE-SAG) Report 
provides a scientific framework to purse cryosphere studies.



SWIM SCIENCE CRYOSPHERE

The very recently published Ice and Climate Evolution Science Analysis Group (ICE-SAG) Report 
provides a scientific framework to purse cryosphere studies.

SWIM Ice Focus: 



SWIM SCIENCE CRYOSPHERE

Beyond resource mapping, the first stage 
is to identify and characterize any 
distinct units within the non-polar 
reservoir(s)
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ARCADIA



SWIM SCIENCE CRYOSPHERE

Arcadia The SWIM study build 
upon previous mapping work by 
Bramson et al [2015]. The new analysis 
found:

Ice - rich deposit to be more aerially 
extensive than previously mapped

The deposit to extend further south

Bramson et al (2015)

Base of Ice - rich 
Deposit: Prior work

Base of Ice - rich 
Deposit: This work



All Datasets 
Consistency 
+ Ice - Rich  Deposit 
Depth 

SWIM SCIENCE
Arcadia The new SWIM results revised the 
dielectric properties associated with the deposit:

Through leveraging additional topographic control 
points resulted in a higher estimate of average 
dielectric constant = >4

The revised value argues for a lower ice fraction 
(possibly <50%), inline with the Campbell and 
Morgan [2018] loss tangent estimates

Applying the updated permittivity estimates to 
convert the basal reflector time delay to depth 
provides a view of the deposit thickness.
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DEUTERONILUS 
MENSAE



Deuteronilus Mensae - Building on 
previous mapping projects, SWIM found:

Basal reflectors under the majority of LDA/LVF 
deposits

New permittivity estimates that are consistent 
with massive ice

SHARAD reflectivity results found the upper 5 
m to be consistent with ice.

Low density surface cover
Ice - rich mantling layer
The ice - free surface lag is ~> 2.5 m thick

SWIM SCIENCE CRYOSPHERE
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UTOPIA



SWIM SCIENCE CRYOSPHERE

East Utopia - New, extensive 
subsurface interfaces detected and mapped:

Interfaces extend in a NW direction within 
the Utopia Plains to the west of the 
Elysium Rise

High dielectric estimates = >8 

Strong correlation to volcanic units, likely 
lava flows

120º E 150º E

30º N



SWIM SCIENCE Non – Ice Geology 

East Utopia - New, extensive 
subsurface interfaces detected and mapped:

Interfaces extend in a NW direction within 
the Utopia Plains to the west of the 
Elysium Rise

High dielectric estimates = >8

Strong correlation to volcanic units, likely 
lava flows

Interfaces interpreted to be the base 
of flows
Offer a comparison to other SHARAD 
studied lava flows such as Carter et al 
[2009] and Morgan et al [2015] 

Carter et al [2009]:

Dielectric Properties of lava flows
Effect of dust on sounding 

Morgan et al [2015]:

Lava stratigraphy and volume



MAP PRODUCTS

Website: 

https://swim.psi.edu

@RedPlanetSWIM

32

Pilot study GIS products now 
available!


